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Proficiency of Power Values for Load Disaggregation
Manfred Pöchacker, Member, IEEE, Dominik Egarter, Student Member, IEEE, and Wilfried Elmenreich, Member, IEEE Abstract-Load disaggregation techniques infer the operation of different power-consuming devices from a single measurement point that records the total power drawn over time. Thus, a device consuming power at the moment can be understood as information encoded in the power draw. However, similar power draws or similar combinations of power draws limit the ability to detect the currently active device set. We present an information coding perspective of load disaggregation to enable a better understanding of this process and support its future improvement. In typical cases of quantity and types of devices and their respective power consumption, not all possible device configurations can be mapped to distinguishable power values. We introduce the term proficiency to describe the suitability of a device set for load disaggregation. We provide the notion and calculation of entropy of the initial device states, mutual information of power values, and the resulting uncertainty coefficient or proficiency. We show that the proficiency is highly dependent on the device running probability, especially for devices with multiple states of power consumption. The application of the concept is demonstrated by artificial data as well as with actual power consumption data from real-world power draw data sets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE are several reasons why it is beneficial for a power grid to get as much information as possible in order to accomplish monitoring and controlling purposes, like giving consumption feedback or detecting devices with high energy consumption. To avoid additional costs on hardware, installation, and operation, it is highly valuable to derive this information from a few, if not a single, measurement point(s). Load disaggregation or nonintrusive load monitoring (NILM) is a technique used for reasoning about the operation of powerconsuming devices from a single measurement point recording the total power draw. One of its promising applications is the field of metering within smart homes [1] , where information about single appliance usage is of high interest, but monitoring with many sensors is not an option. Low-cost power monitoring on device level is one step in the integration of residential buildings into the future smart grid, which is considered to be a key technology for carbon dioxide reduction. NILM works based on information about the involved devices and permissible assumptions on usage scenarios. This is replicable as power-consuming devices unintentionally encode information into the total power draw. Load disaggregation algorithms identify attributes within the measured data and draw meaningful conclusions about the overall consumption scenario.
Load disaggregation that exclusively works based on (active) power values is of high interest because active power is simple to measure and existing metering infrastructures usually provide the necessary values. With the upcoming smart meters, accessing the data gets even easier. However, a main drawback is that devices with similar consumption characteristics are hard to distinguish and simultaneously running devices add up in power values. As a consequence, the search space of possible power values at least doubles in size with each additional device. Devices with multiple values of power consumption additionally complicate the task. A single power value can be caused either by different devices with similar characteristics or by aggregation of multiple less consuming devices, which is why the distinction of all possible scenarios using exclusively power values is difficult.
Within this paper, we discuss the problem of indistinguishable power values caused by different device configurations. We use concepts of information theory to quantize the problem for a given device set by introducing the concept of proficiency for load disaggregation. It allows us to compare the extent of the problem for different device sets more objectively. We do so using real data of different measurement campaigns and houses with multistate devices. Although we exclusively use power values, the introduced concepts can be extended to capture as well other device attributes. We further investigate how proficiency is influenced by statistical operation probabilities of single devices and outline how the insights are useful for improvements of future NILM algorithms.
The goal of this paper is to better understand the mapping of device configuration scenarios to power values. We identify this as a coding procedure for information communication. This knowledge is helpful for further improvement of load disaggregation, which is decoding in that context. The problem treated in this paper is related to measurement accuracy, but it has a very different root, and the two problems can be clearly separated. We exclusively use information theory for discrete sources and combinatorics. In that sense, we complement other work on limits of NILM by measurement accuracy as well as on quantification of disaggregation complexity for appliance sets.
Section II is dedicated to explain NILM as an information communication problem. Within Section III, the concepts of information theory are applied to the case of aggregated power values. Two artificial device sets are introduced as examples that contain solely ON-OFF devices. In Section IV, these concepts are extended to the more general case of devices with multiple power consumption values. In Section V, we apply the concepts to nine different appliance sets and compare them among themselves before we discuss the results and sketch possible follow-up work in Section VI. In Section VII, we summarize the results.
II. LOAD DISAGGREGATION WITHIN
INFORMATION COMMUNICATION Fig. 1 shows a scheme of communication applied to load disaggregation, as it was introduced in [2] . It identifies load disaggregation as a decoding problem in the context of information communication theory. Load monitoring benefits from being nonintrusive, which means that any installation or device marking system is avoided. The primary source of information is the appliance usage, which causes power consumption. As the main purpose of a power cable is power supply, the utilized information content is produced unintentionally. The meaningful decoding of a signal stream on the power cable is the challenge of load disaggregation. The code, which is the mapping of the usage scenarios to the power line signals, is exclusively defined by the devices and their attributes. There are various attributes that enable identification of a specific device by its fingerprint on the power cable. Frequency, for instance, and nonharmonic device feedback on the input current is rich on information, but the required high-resolution measurement is usually costly and transmission functions of the power line circuits and their influences are barely known. To overcome such difficulties and for other arguments, such as those provided in [2] , or costs, it is beneficial to use the so-called steady-state attributes, like power values, for device detection.
Several research has been done related to the process shown in Fig. 1 , such as [3] , in which limits for scenario detection due to measurement accuracy are analyzed. A successful and efficient detection of the desired scenario requests the different parts to be well coordinated. The applications of load disaggregation significantly differ concerning the acceptable effort on accuracy, maintenance, installation, computing power, measurement, and finally costs. There are examples that very high measurement rates enable distinguishing quite specific scenarios, e.g., which channel is watched on TV. Thanks to increasing performance of computation, different device attributes and techniques are successfully utilized for load disaggregation. But for many applications, especially for low-cost ones, a very high data volume causes more burden than benefit. Current approaches to solve the load disaggregation problem can be divided into supervised and unsupervised approaches. A good overview on supervised approaches is given in [4] and [5] . The supervised approaches require a labeled data set to train a classifier and use either optimization-and/or pattern-recognition-based algorithms [6] . In the optimization-based approaches, the total power consumption and appliance power profiles are given. The composition of the known power profiles with minimal deviation to the total power consumption is selected as the current one [7] , [8] . The pattern recognition approaches can be classified into clustering approaches [2] , neural network algorithms [9] - [11] , and algorithms based on support vector machines [12] , [13] . The disadvantage of the all supervised classification approaches is the necessity of a priori information.
Accordingly, the recent research is more concerned with unsupervised algorithms, which are using unlabeled data. Unsupervised algorithms do not require any training data and, therefore, no a priori information of the system. Current approaches are based on dynamic time warping [14] , clustering with blind source separation [15] , hidden Markov models (HMMs) [16] - [18] , factorial HMM [19] , other variations of HMM [20] , [21] , temporal motif mining [22] , and blind source separation [15] . For all these approaches, the distinction between appliances is unsupervised, whereas the labeling of a model with the corresponding appliance is not done automatically. Approaches performing automatic labeling are conducted based on Bayesian inference [23] and semisupervised classification [24] .
The device states (specifically their values for power consumption) define the set of all possible device configurations, i.e., the state space. The usage is unknown and generates the aggregated power draw. Usage is dependent from the device operators and the build-in programs that make devices change their power consumption. The usage maps the possible device states to power values. Load disaggregation is reversing what usage does: the power profile constitutes input, and the current device states can be derived. The mapping of device states to power values is a coding process. The code depends on the power values of the device states exclusively. There is no guarantee that this code is uniquely decodable and possibilities to modify that code are limited.
Additional difficulties arise in the practice of load disaggregation, e.g., measurement resolution or noise, which are not considered within this paper. The theoretical constraints demonstrated within this paper arise for an idealized case where integer power values characterize the device states. The explicit inclusion of measurement accuracy is on the one hand not necessary to demonstrate what we aim for and on the other hand offers no solution to the problem. The basic concepts are elucidated with ON-OFF devices and extended to multistate devices subsequently. Correlation between different states and time durations are not taken into account.
III. STATE SPACE OF AN APPLIANCE SET Within this section, only ON-OFF devices with only one single value of power consumption P d are considered. The index d denotes the device number, so d = 1, . . . , N and N is the total number of devices. The set of devices and hence the set of power values P D : {P 1 , . . . , P N } are known. We define the order of the device set in a way that P d ≤ P d+1 . Two or more devices with exactly equal power values cannot be ordered in a unique way and are indistinguishable in the assumed setting. In practice, the devices must be distinguished by another attribute. In this section, device set examples with distinct power values are used, but the formalism is not limited to this case. Examples with equal power values are used in Section IV and beyond.
Without any additional knowledge, it is possible to calculate all the possible power values P k by the aggregation of consumption values of the device set. The state number k specifies the subset of devices, which is turned ON, and the complementary subset, which is turned OFF. The first state is defined as the power value P 1 = 0, and the last state's power value is the sum of all the single devices
which can be used to characterize the device set. In between these particular cases, there are always N z cases where z out of the N devices are turned ON. The total number of possible states results in
which is equal to the possible states of a binary word of length N. In the context of load disaggregation, some of those states are very unlikely, even practicable impossible, to occur. But a priori, without knowing anything about the source and the emitted load profile, it is impossible to detect which ones are more likely to occur. How these M states map to power values depends on the properties of the device set, i.e., the single device power values. The power value P k of a specific state k is calculated by where S kd is the state matrix that contains a vector for each state k that holds a 1 for turned-ON and a 0 for turned-OFF devices. Repetition of all the states leads to the set of possible aggregated power values. Furthermore, we refer to two examples of device sets containing ten ON-OFF devices of power values like shown in Fig. 2 .
where we use P 1 = P = 5 W. Device set B contains the power values P D : {1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 14, 24, 41, 69, 117}. That power spectrum can be approximated by
for α = 1.69 and P 1 = 1 W, and therefore is of power law type. In addition, these two sets have comparable total powers of 275 and 284 W, which are the same magnitude. A load profile is a stream of power values P i of length n. The total consumed energy is
where t is the sampling time and the power values P i are averaged within a sampling duration. The average power of a load profile isP
The power values P i result from the aggregation of power values of turned-ON devices at time step i so that
where N is the number of all the devices and S ON s (i ) is a Boolean state function, which is 1 when the device s is operated at time i and 0 otherwise.
A. Equal State Probability
When there is no knowledge of a source available, it is common in information theory to assume the maximum entropy case, which means equal likelihood for all possible source symbols. All the state probabilities p k have the same 
has its highest possible value of H max = log 2 (M). H max is an upper bound for the entropy of a discrete memoryless time-invariant source. The entropy H max of a load source depends on the number of states or devices. As a first step, it would allow to compare the difficulty of load disaggregation problems with different numbers of devices. Furthermore, it is an upper bound for the entropy of any load profile from this source. Table I shows that there are as many states with one device ON as there are with one device OFF. This leads to the conclusion that if all the M states are hypothetically visited one time, each device is running exactly M/2 times, which is half of the total duration. The equal distribution of power state probabilities results in equal average runtime for each single device. Therefore, we get the correlation
between the average state power and the aggregated power of the device set P total .
Counting the number of states with a specific power value P k gives a power state occupation number c. It can be written using the Dirac delta function as
An occupation number above one reflects the challenge of distinguishing between different states consuming the same power. States with this power value are not uniquely distinguishable. Fig. 3 shows the occupation numbers for the device set examples that have the same total number of states. For set A, there are up to 40 states that map to the same power value, while there are up to 8 in set B. In set A, a majority of power values (gray color) are not used at all. Load disaggregation is therefore expected to be more difficult for set A than for set B.
The power values in Fig. 3 represent all the states of a space between zero and P total , which are available to encode the primary information. In that sense, power values are the channel within a theoretical communication setup where the device states are communicated. Otherwise, as for the classical coding problem in communication theory, the coding scheme is fixed and cannot be designed according to the channel transmission function. The power values can be seen as the information source of the receiver side. In this context, its entropy is the mutual information of the power value set I P and is calculated by
We assume the power values P j to be a discrete set between 0 and P total , but the definition can be extended to continuous probability density functions. For equal state likelihood, the power value probability is calculated by c(P j ) so that we can define
which is the transported information by power values for the maximal entropy case. Note that it is not the theoretical maximum of transportable information by these power values. Therefore, it needs the averaged power state occupation numberĉ = c(P j ) .
On average, each of the (M/ĉ) power states is occurring with a probability of (ĉ/M), which can be used further to approximate the mutual information by
When the mutual information is smaller than the entropy of the source, it means that not all information can be transmitted, and therefore the stream cannot be decoded completely.
As a measure for that loss of information, we suggest the uncertainty coefficient or proficiency, which is defined in information theory [25] as
and is shown to be a meaningful performance matrix in [26] . We name the proficiency for the maximal entropy case C max
which is restricted by an upper bound using the average occupation number. Table II shows the developed information measures for device sets A and B.
For another hypothetical device set B2, which is similar to B with α = 2 and N = 10, the occupation number is 1 for all the power values as shown in Fig. 6 (just like the binary representation of natural numbers). An equal probability in state space maps to equal distribution of power values with c = 1, which makes the mutual information reach the value of H max . It requires the power values space to be at least as big as the device state space to enable unique decoding. It means that only in the case H max = I P , full load disaggregation by exclusive use of power values is possible. The proficiency and the averaged occupation number are both one in this case.
B. Equal Device Probability
From the point of load disaggregation, it is more suitable to deal with device probabilities than with probabilities for the combined power states. It is easier to relate devices to different user scenarios than to power states. The userdependent devices follow behavioral patterns, e.g., starting coffee machine after getting up. Automatic devices (like a fridge) are turned ON regularly and therefore form a major part of the base load in a power draw. For many types of devices, characteristic operation probabilities can be estimated [21] . Even though their occurrence can vary, most of them are more likely to be switched OFF. For sizing of power lines (in a household), utilization factors are standard in engineering. The reasonable assumption is that not all the devices (or plugs) are used simultaneously, which allows installation of power lines with smaller cross section, which is more economic. The power factors are around 0.5 for households and little higher for industry or commercial installations, and they are expected to contain a safety buffer.
However, the state probabilities p k can be easily estimated in case the single device operation probabilities p d are known. From (3), for the state power, the calculation of the state probability p k can be derived as
assuming that the devices are statistically independent. Specific device probabilities do not fit the maximum entropy assumption. But as there is no a prior knowledge on p d , we use the expectancy valuep
for each device to demonstrate how the device sets' entropy is influenced. A posteriori, the average probabilityp for running any device can be calculated bŷ p = E P total n t (18) using the energy E of a load profile of length n. In case the single devices runtimes n d are known, even the device operation probability can be estimated by
The averaged device probability is used to get
which is the state probability of a state with z turned-ON devices. It is a logarithmic function as shown in Fig. 4(left) for a set of ten devices. The state M, with all the devices ON, has the probabilityp N and state 1 has (1 −p) N , respectively. Fig. 4(right) shows the entropy
which is an intermediate result when calculating the total source entropy H = N z=1 h(z). In accordance with (10), the state probability is constant for the device probability ofp = 0.5. The total source entropy, which is shown in Table III , then reaches H max . The entropy function h(z) is symmetric with respect top, which means that the total entropy for an operation probability of 0.1 is the same as for the probability 0.1 to be turned OFF.
The impact of device probabilities on the entropy propagates to power values, i.e., mutual information and proficiency. The calculation of the power value probabilities requires consideration of the state probability instead of merely the occupation number c(P). This is used to calculate the mutual information
of different single device probabilities. The function h P (P j ) is shown in Fig. 5 for device set examples A and B. The three different values ofp in Fig. 3 are used for calculating the mutual information I P and proficiency C in Table IV . Even though the mutual information forp = 0.5 is higher, the proficiency and therefore the expected accuracy for disaggregation are lower than that forp = 0.1. We conclude that equal probability for operation of all the single devices does not lead to equal occurrence of the states or power values.
IV. MULTISTATE DEVICES
Multistate appliances complicate the description of the power values for a set of devices. Power consumption for a device d is specified by a vector with an entry for all itsŝ d power values. A device set with N devices is, for instance, defined by
The second device has three power valuesŝ 2 = 3, which means that the device has four possible states. The third device is an ON-OFF device with one power value. The total number of power values
is a characteristic parameter for a device set (in the case of exclusive ON-OFF devices, S = N). We assume that all the power values are in increasing order to assure a unique description for a specific device set. The power values of a single device are sorted that P s d < P s+1 d . The highest power value of a device Pŝ d d defines the order within the device set so that Pŝ d d < Pŝ d +1 d+1 . Like in the case of simple devices, the number of possible states is calculated by multiplication of the number of states for all the N devices
The M states map to the power values P k , which can be calculated by
using a different notation than in (3). The state matrix element S kd contains the power state of device d associated with state k, which is in accordance with its earlier usage. Now, S kd is used as an index not as an exponent, so P S kd d is the power value of device d associated with state k. This notation requires the additional definition of P 0 for all the devices in a way that
. . , N}. The mapping of the state number k to the device power state is more difficult than for exclusive ON-OFF devices, but follows a straightforward principle. For the above example, device 2 is OFF for the firstŝ 1 + 1 = 3 states, i.e., S 1,...,3,2 = 0 or more generally S 1,...,3,d≥2 = 0. For the states k = 4, . . . , 6, device 2 runs with its first power value, i.e., S 4,...,6,2 = 1 and so forth. The power value of the last state is
which is the highest possible one. The occupation number c is estimated from the set of power values according to (11) .
The multiple possible device states require a modification of the state probabilities p k . The device probability is written in the same way as the power values so that p s d is the probability that device d is running on power value s. The state probability is then gained by (25) with the usage of the device state matrix. The OFF-state probability p 0 d needs to be calculated by
as it is required within this notation. The notation introduced for multistate devices is more general and includes Fig. 7 . Entropy H and mutual information I P as a function of the device probabilityp for the three artificial device sets. The horizontal lines mark the values for the maximal entropy case.
the two state devices from Section III. The averaged device probabilityp is not an equal likelihood assumption. The assumption is on the likelihood of the OFF states, and the other device states are equally likely. The state probability is further used to estimate entropy (9) , power values probability (20) , and mutual information (21) just as in the case of ON-OFF devices.
To demonstrate the influence of multistate devices, we compare three artificial device sets. The multistate device sets are based on device set B2, which is constructed as set B but with the parameter α = 2, i.e., all the states have the occupation number 1, which makes it trivial as visible in Fig. 6 . Both derivative sets have nine additional states. For set B2+, device 10 has nine additional states with the power values of devices 1-9. For set B2×, the last nine devices have a second state with the power value of the previous device. The derivative sets have the same power values, but they are differently distributed among the devices. The reference values for several artificial device sets are listed in Table V . Fig. 6 shows the occupation numbers for the power values.
Entropy and mutual information are shown for different device probabilities in Fig. 7 including the values for the maximal entropy case. The maximum of the entropy curve for [30] set B2, which is reaching H max , shifts due to the additional power values in the extended sets. In set B2×, most devices (nine of ten) have two power values, which are equal to three states. For nine devices, the equal distribution of states is equivalent to the device probability ofp = 2/3, which is where the maximum occurs. For set B2+, the entropy function does not reach H max (depicted as the horizontal line). This is due to differences in the number of power states between the devices. While device 10 reaches equal state distribution inp ≈ 0.9, all other two-state devices reach it at 0.5. In other words, device 10 is involved in many of the possible states, but is not operated more frequently to the same extent. The additional states in the derivative sets significantly increase the entropy while the mutual information is actually decreasing. This is caused by the constant total power P total of the three device sets.
V. CASE STUDY ON REAL DEVICE SETS
We apply the measures developed within this paper to realistic device sets. We chose data sets frequently used for test cases within load disaggregation studies, such as the GreenD [27] , the RedD [28] , and the Eco [29] data set as used in [30] and [31] . To ensure comparability, we use exactly the same six appliances for each house as quoted as submetered power values in [31] . The power states of the appliance set were detected by an algorithm presented therein. For further information, e.g., how to extract appliance state information and the choice of appliances, we refer to [30] .
All the parameters shown in Table VII directly result from the power values of the devices in Table VI . The values are presented in Fig. 8 , which shows the houses ranked according to their number of states, and in Fig. 9 in which the set is sorted by descending proficiency. Fig. 8 shows entropy and mutual information for the maximal entropy case and characteristic power values, i.e., the total set power P total and average device set power P av of the sets in kilowatts. P av is the expected average value when all the devices are turned ON. It is calculated by getting the average power for each device P d = 1/ŝ d s P s d and then averaging the device set P av = 1/N d P d . Statistically, data sets with more states are expected to have higher total power values. GreenD2 and Eco3 are exceptions, which lead to the conclusion that the bias of device selection can be significant. Conclusions about the number of states by the total power are inappropriate for individual device sets. The average set power is between 50% and 75% of the total set power. Fig. 9(a) contains the proficiency for maximal values (filled) and the proficiency for low device probability (empty) witĥ p = 0.1. The latter one is obviously closer to one and is a sample of Fig. 11 . Device usage rates have a significant influence on proficiency. Fig. 9(b) shows the average occupation numbersĉ of power states. In general, it increases with decreasing proficiency. The real device sets all yield between 1 and 3, way below the values from the artificial sets A and B as listed in Tables II and V. The average occupation number measures the average equality of power values. The appliance set complexity (AC) from [30] is a measure for similarity of power values (without considering their likelihood), which includes similarity. If the distribution of modeling and measurement errors, which is assumed to be normal in [30] , is of delta type, the AC is expected to match the value ofĉ for a specific device set. The values for AC are therefore always aboveĉ.
As demonstrated in Section IV, entropy and proficiency are a function of device operation probability. Fig. 10 shows entropy and mutual information for each device set grouped by the three data sets GreenD, RedD, and Eco. The maximal entropy values are depicted by the horizontal lines. In Fig. 11 , the proficiency for the values presented in Fig. 10 is plotted. The device sets differently react to varying device probability. The three RedD sets get close to 1 for lowp, which means that the power values with view involved devices are generally distinguishable. The device sets RedD3 and GreenD3 have the lowest C-values at a comparatively highp, which means that the indistinguishable power values include many devices, making them less likely to occur. The GreenD2 set is special, as proficiency is barely influenced byp. It is ranked the lowest according to the number of states, i.e., M or H max in Fig. 9(a) , while for lowp < 0.1, proficiency is smaller than that of GreenD3, which is uppermost in Fig. 9(a) . 
VI. DISCUSSION
Load disaggregation is the decoding process within an information communication problem. The code exclusively depends on device attributes and their representation in the power draw. Entropy, as a measure of the amount of the initial states (equaling possible device configurations), has the advantage that it adds up in the case of two merging device sets. This is generally not true for the mutual information of power values, which is an entropy type measure as well. The values for the maximal entropy case are a bound for more realistic cases that include the probabilities of devices to run and the power values, respectively. Proficiency gives the fraction of information about the device states that can be reproduced from the power values. It therefore might qualify as an upper bound for detection rates of NILM algorithms. To show to which extend this is true would require the evaluation of an NILM algorithm with a considerable set of power draws. Furthermore, it is necessary to define mutual information for continuous power values with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio.
A set of power draws could be used for follow-up projects. The estimation of the single device power values by the analysis of the power draw histogram would improve unsupervised NILM. The probability for the usage of a specific type of device could be assessed by simple measures of a power draw. We analyzed random power draws based on set A and set B which are shown in Fig.12 to test the following. For a specific power draw, the total consumed average power in relation to the total power of the device set allows us to estimate the average device runtimes. The proportion of time steps without any running device indicates a similar reasoning and is easy to estimate.
The concepts developed in this paper can be extended to any parameter space with other attributes as used in [32] . Those can but do not necessarily include power values. The concepts help to decide if there are more promising attributes of the power draw to distinguish scenarios, or whether a single device can cause difficulties.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have modeled load disaggregation as a decoding process within an information communication problem. Description and improved understanding of the respective coding process helps in decoding. If power values are used for NILM, the coding scheme is likely to be not entirely bijective as not all possible device configurations are mapped to distinguishable power values. We have established the calculation of entropy of the initial device states, mutual information of power values, and the resulting uncertainty coefficient or proficiency. We demonstrated that the proficiency is highly dependent on the device running probability, especially for devices with multiple values of power consumption. We used artificial device sets as well as real measured values of devices that were repeatedly used for other load disaggregation studies to demonstrate the meaning of these parameters. The insights on the coding procedure from device states to aggregated power values contribute to the improvement of existing NILM algorithms.
